Product Sheet

Organic Vodka
Oak matured Pot Distilled Vodka; 40 %vol
Produced and bottled by: Spirit of Hven, Sweden

ORGANIC & ETHICAL TRADE
CERTIFIED BY SE-EKO-01

Facts
Only pure certified organic cereals are used in the production of Spirit of Hven
organic vodka. The final distillation is carried out in the unique copper pot stills
situated at the Spirit of Hven Distillery.
The result is a natural organic vodka with the distinct mellow flavour and
elegant mouth feel characteristic of the Hven stills.
This Vodka is best drunk on its own, over ice or with the addition of water
alone, but it also works well as an ingredient to drinks and cocktails.
Try it in a classic Swedish coffee drink with just Vodka, Honey and coffee
(called “Honunga Gök” or “Honey Cuckoo”) makes a good ending to any
dinner or why not try it with Ginger ale and a dash of lemon juice.
Spirit of Hven Organic Vodka contains no additives and is handcrafted by the
Molin family on the island of Hven.
A unique product on the market being the only organic wheat pot distilled
vodka working with oak maturation prior to last pot distillation.
This oak maturation contributes depth to the product, giving vanilla, peppers,
liquorice and coconut.
The final product is bottled and hand-waxed on site at 40% ABV without any
carbon- or chill filtering, no colour corrections or additives.
All bottles are individually numbered and checked before approval.
Flavour
This Vodka has a clear heritage in the taste, distinct full flavoured and oily.
Hints of Vanilla from the oak maturation in between distillations pass through
in the stills and in to the final spirit giving the spirit a round mouth feel.
The vodka is smooth yet multifaceted with discrete notes of cut hay and wheat,
the copper pot still distillation gives a round, butter, sweet tone.
Bottling without extensive filtering leaves a complex long, sweet and oily
aftertaste finished of with a light pepper note.
Spirit of Hven Backafallsbyn
Welcome to enjoy this unique Organic pot distilled spirit, made on the
beautiful island of Hven situated in Öresund between Denmark and Sweden.
The distillery is also unique being only the third Pot Still distillery ever built in
Sweden, and as you know third is a charm. The range in the distillery portfolio
covers all from Eau-de-Vie's and Gin to Vodka and Rhum varieties.
But the heart and soul of the distillery is the production of Single Malt
Whiskies, smooth as well as peated. The distillery also holds its own hotel, bar
and restaurant, giving you the possibility of visiting and understanding the
heritage of the products.
To create this product with the smoothest and sweetest character possible the
organic wheat distillate is macerated with the best hand selected organic herbs,
spices and fruits. Everything is distilled together in the unique small copper pot
stills and the result hand bottled on site.
All spirits made in the distillery are bottled without any additives and without
carbon- or chill filtering, which may cause cloudiness in the spirit, this should be
considered as quality insurance for your benefit, as the veils are the flavour
components in the spirit.
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